Abstract-Based on the fifth generation of mobile communication (5G), 5G open grid computing environment (5G OGCE), in order to adapt to "civil-military integration strategy" in region from deep sea to space, at the same time to meet the needs of ocean engineering development, a joint (connecting or docking-and-berthing) robot and aircraft carriers combinatorial systems are presented in this paper, the aim of which is to, (1) achieve aircraft carrier combinatorial systems jointed dynamically by double aircraft carriers, or more ships and aircraft carriers, providing the new runway of 600 meters long taking off and landing aircraft in the sea; (2) integrate unmanned aircraft carriers (and manned aircraft carriers) to take off and land the sixth generation strike fighter or unmanned stealth fighter; (3) combine the aircraft carrier and new production systems of ocean engineering, including polar icebreaker, underwater rare earth mining, combustible ice mining, underwater power generation and so on; (4) support the development of sea wave energy, offshore power generation plant and weather radar forecasting platform, and the launch and recovery of offshore rockets. By using distributed control cloud architecture in 5G OGCE, large passenger aircraft taking off and landing at 600 meters runway in aircraft carriers combinatorial systems can be realized.
INTRODUCTION
Although the U.S. military proposed the development of "civil-military integration (CMI) strategy" [1] in the 1990s and CMI is included the construction technology of the new generation aircraft carrier, Gerald R. Ford-Class Nuclear Aircraft Carrier (CVN 78) [2] is not optimized. When defended super-fast anti-ship missile groups, the advantage of a large nuclear-powered aircraft carrier with a speed of less than 35 knots speed is almost lost. From SoSE's point of view, the fault chain effect is enough to put a large centralized nuclear-powered aircraft carrier at risk. For example, the effect of electromagnetic catapult interference on the ship's magnetism is enough to put the aircraft carrier at risk. When Smart Grid innovation comes, the development and construction of a new generation of aircraft carriers depends on Smart Grid and Smart City, as well as Smart Airport. After the ford-class Nuclear Aircraft Carrier (CVN 78), the UK built the Queen Elizabeth Class Aircraft Carrier [3] and launched its trials. To some extent, it marks the arrival of a new generation of aircraft carrier construction technology. Later, Russia proposed to build the "Storm" -class nuclear power aircraft carrier (Russia's Future Aircraft Carrier Project 23000E) [4] and the light multipurpose Aircraft Carrier "storm-km" model.
Behind the construction technology of the new generation aircraft carrier is the change of new technology and the sudden change of manufacturing science and engineering. The construction of new generation of aircraft carriers will drive changes in new technologies, accelerating the pace of building unmanned aircraft carriers (or manned aircraft carriers) and multihull ships.
Under the impetus of the new technological transformation, multi-hull ships which emerge as science and engineering development are required in applications. Diversified aircraft carriers will become more common. Aircraft carriers and large airports at sea will become a reality with the support of new technologies. Therefore, a challenging problem arises: the construction method of large aircraft carriers with displacement of more than 100,000 tons is compared with that of multiple lightweight aircraft carriers. From the point of view of hypersonic missiles and highspeed nuclear-powered torpedoes, an aircraft carrier with a combination seems superior. At the very least, if the nuclear power drive fails, the nuclear power drive part can be replaced; if the ship carrying the electromagnetic catapult part fails, the ship can be replaced. Moreover, there is a multi-purpose "civil-military integration" in ocean engineering and deep-sea development. This undoubtedly makes the aircraft carrier's new application field.
As for the sixth generation shipborne aircraft, carrier design involves the following aspects: (a) carrier's stealth capability and external fluid design; (b) hull structure, construction materials and displacement; (c) the runway length and width of the take-off and landing aircraft; (d) aircraft takeoff and landing mode and operational dispatch, as well as deck and garage capacity; (e) ship speed and driving power; (f) shipborne aircraft structure and dynamic scheduling and maintenance; (g) radar and the communication and control (C2), and combat and defense; (h) logistics automation and command automation; (i) nautical and current conditions and meteorological forecast; (j) carrier high-performance computing and operational simulation; (k) intelligent information and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) information processing; (l) life and life support for ships; (m) type and function extension of large shipborne component system; and so on. Among them, the most important is 76 2018 3rd International Conference on Robotics and Automation Engineering 978-1-5386-9594-4/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE considered as three aspects: first, the aircraft carrier structure; second, the deck take-off and landing runway and structure; third, the carrier-borne aircraft. For the sixth generation stealth carrier-based aircraft, the design of the stealth carrier structure and the design of the landing runway should be carried on at the same time.
While designing and building the aircraft carrier, the design and manufacture of the aircraft carrier are also being carried out. Combination design method and construction of aircraft carriers, as well as the screening of the type and scope of the aircraft and all of these are necessary to take into consideration simultaneously. In aircraft design and manufacturing, the future of combination of aircraft carriers or the carrier combinatorial systems also are faced with the sixth generation aircraft design and manufacturing. In this paper a model of aircraft is also presented, which enable new one to adapt to the take-off and landing on aircraft carrier combinatorial systems. In this way, the new aircraft carrier in the future may be a super-large aircraft carrier group composed of separate ships, which will be a SoSE in design, construction and operation. Therefore, the combination of maritime aircraft carriers in 5G OGCE is a large and complex SoSE which is adapted to this demand.
By using the multi-hull ship building technology [5] , steel connection technology [6] , distributed AI and robotics, as well as reference the technology of docking of spacecraft [7] , designing and building aircraft carrier combinatorial systems for the implementation of large-scale airport at sea are presented in here. In addition to the sixth generation stealth fighter and Shenyang J15, on the 600 meter long runway, carrier-based, Xi'an H-6k, Kongjing KJ-500 AEW, stealth fifth generation fighter Chengdu J20, Shenyang J11, Shenyang J16, and the short vertical takeoff and landing of large commercial aircraft can take off and land.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The second Section is about the joint (connecting) robot and its structure and method. Section 2.1 is about the structure of the joint (connecting or docking-and-berthing) robot model, and Section 2.2 is about its method. The third Section is about the architecture of aircraft carriers combinatorial systems (ACCS) and model of shipborne aircraft (also see [8] ). The fourth Section discusses software architecture and control of ACCS, its construction is the massively parallel distributed system based on system of systems (SoS) software architecture, that is based on the architecture of distributed control cloud and Integrated-Control-Domain (I-C-D) model (can see [9] ). The fifth Section is about discussion combinations and applications of aircraft carriers in 5G OGCE. Finally, the sixth Section is about conclusion of this paper.
II. STRUCTURE AND METHOD OF JOINT (CONNECTING OR DOCKING-AND-BERTHING) ROBOT MODEL

A. Structure of Joint (Connecting or Docking-andBerthing) Robot Model
The joint (or connecting or docking-and-berthing) robot is a ship based on a box girder structure that can sail freely on the sea. Its infrastructure is a ship structure with a carrier parallel deck, and a ship island with a command center on the parallel deck. The hull is equipped with four hand type (or hand-shaped) door robots at the front of the hull and parallel robots on the hull deck to ensure the smoothness of the deck runway for docking the hull. Each hand type door robot (HTDR) will hold on to one of four beams at the rear of the carrier in front at docking, half of docking component with a rectangular section that is a rectangular hexahedron frame, and other half docking component consists of four HTDRs and a frame. The frame structure can be part of the carrier or attached to the aft end of the carrier and connected to the keel beam of the hull frame. In fact, for aircraft carriers that need docking, the rectangular hexahedron frame structure needs to be added to the front end and rear end of the ship's hull (that is, the front end and the back end of the ship) to connect the joint (or docking-and-berthing) robot. When carrier need dynamic connection docking robots, robot connects four hand type door of HTDR, that is, the groove shape hand of HTDR, left and right HTDR, and they will seize the back-end (tail) of the carrier. Left and right of rectangular hexahedral frame, each HTDR that is seized by hydraulic motor corresponding frame beams of rectangular hexahedron (beam) box, hold the box beam formed door plank shape box. The box has a total of four HTDRs, which form the hull structure. As for joint (or docking-and-berthing) robots, the front four hand-door of robots will dock with the rear end of the aircraft carrier (rear end) frame, and the rear hand-door of robots will dock with the front end of the aircraft carrier (front end) frame, through eight hand-door of robots to connect with the two aircraft carriers front and aft. Each hand-door of robot is also a hydraulically actuated palm symmetrical two hands, these two hand-type-door robot tightly grasps the frame beam. The hand-type-door robot (HTDR) is shown in Figure 1 
In the formula (Expression 1), AADS denotes an active agent drive set, and is a set of the active agents which are movement parts of the kinematic power source of the robot. PAHTS denotes a set of passive agents, which are the body part of the robot and mechanical hydraulic transmission power devices. AS denotes an arm set of joint robot. CDSAC denotes the collision damping and shock absorption and cushion, which are parts of the frame structure of the hand type door robot (HTDR) and this robot. PLCs denote programmable logic controllers (PLCs). CN denotes interconnection networks of the Communication Networks (CN), and the CN-interface is a port and interface of CN. Language denotes multi-agent languages, which used by agents in PLCs. KDB denotes distributed knowledge database in distributed cloud architecture in 5G OGCE, the functions which are to store task planning list and methods of solving the problems. KQLL denotes knowledge query and learning language of distributed cloud architecture in 5G OGCE, it is a deep learning language of robot. Reconfiguration denotes that the system combined by agents can be reconfigured when different control strategies are used. Update denotes software codes upgrade and renovate. Context denotes the codes and behavior rules stored in the KDB or database in distributed cloud architecture in 5G OGCE. Guard is a defense against infecting viruses and attacking agents. Pi is a performance indication.
A hand type door robot (HTDR) is a pair of palm symmetrical door robot, each hand shape part contains wrist joint, palm part, palm and finger joint, finger and finger joint part. The two palms are the tightly locked door post (door frame) part of the door. Because hulls joint (docking and berthing) surface is parallel to the plane of the deck, the docking of the lateral part of the robot arm is an adaptive finger joint rotating 90 ° angle, motioning locking tightly door post (frame), the arm medial toward the back side of the wrist joints rotate 90 ° angle, it knuckles toward the palm side of the turn 90 ° angle, in this way, palms symmetrical hands can tightly lock the door post (frame), as shown in Figure 2 .
In Figure 2 , a HTDR is a palm symmetrical (or mirrored) door robot with a pair of palms, and the palms are the locked door post (door frame) part of the door. And on the back of both hands there is a door surface robot balancing on the carrier deck. The surface can be a plane with acute angles to fill the butt gap, so as to keep the straight line and level of the 600 meters runway. The arm part is the door. Because the surface ships docking is parallel to the plane of the deck, on the deck of the parallel manipulator arms, flip 120 ° from the arm (door) come to hand back, align the aircraft carrier deck. Thus, part of the arm is the door surface robot (which is attached to the back of the hand), it also is part of the connecting deck. The main part of the connection deck and butt frame is a part of the arm. The driving part is the hydraulic motor drive. Drive wrists and fingers, each about 5.0-7.5m wide (the length of the arm door corresponds to the width of the carrier's beam, which ranges between waterline (water surface) and flight deck), and hydraulically drive them to lock the joint. 
In the above formula, Antebrachium of arm is part of the door. Antebrachium-board is part of door surface robot. Hydraulic Cylinder is part what the hydraulic motor in robot hydraulically drives. Manipulator is a moving and manipulating parts including robot arm, driven by hydraulic motor. Carpus & carpus-joint are part of hand of HTDR, Metacarpus & metacarpus-joint are part of hand of HTDR, Metacarpus-board, Fingers & finger-joints also are part of hand of HTDR, they are the parts that lock tightly the beams in the frame. Door-hasp-frame denotes the other part of the door lock, located on the front and back ends of the carrier, in addition to the HTDR. The door surface robot located on the palm back of HTDR, it acts as a smooth flight deck. PLCs denote programmable logic controllers (PLCs). CN denotes interconnection networks of the Communication Networks (CN), and the CN-interface is a port and interface of CN. Pi is a performance indication.
B. Method
The joint (docking-and-berthing) robot (JR) structure has the same hierarchical structure as the aircraft carrier and ship. For ship-to-ship docking, it is necessary to consider the underlying infrastructure, the waterline infrastructure, and the surface structure, which involves the drive dynamics and ship stability of ships, as well as the underwater structural layer, the surface structural layer, and the lower and upper structural layers of the deck surface. For JR, the docking area is related to the ship's center of gravity and above the waterline. So the JR's working area is right in the one side, and the rectangular hexahedron frame is right in the other side. According to the theory of multi-layer system modeling and multi-level system modeling, the docking of the layered structure should be above the waterline to the structure of the deck runway. Rectangular hexahedral frame connected to the keel of ship hull and frame structure, in this way, makes the docking and berthing machine (JR) has a vertical plane between rectangular hexahedron framework and palm (metacarpus) back of HTDR, therefore, angled docking plane reveals vertical joint surface of rectangular hexahedron framework, so that when the docking and berthing, aircraft carrier combinatorial systems (ACCS) can have the hull center of gravity downward, and have higher stability and greater driving ability.
III. AIRCRAFT CARRIERS COMBINATORIAL SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE
The aircraft carriers combinatorial systems (ACCS) model is an extension of the new multi-hull ship structure model. The new ACCS is an important combination system for the construction of super-large offshore airports and large operating factories. The joint (docking and berthing) robot (JR) is an important connecting system to realize the new ACCS. Therefore, for different needs, there will be different ACCS structure and architecture. As for the construction of large ACCS, the design and construction of the JR of the new ACCS is a problem due to the effect of ocean currents and waves, as well as the destruction of the extreme weather of hurricanes. The effect of sea wave on sea gathering assembly is very large and difficult to restrain. This requires an adaptive control system of JR. Intelligence and selfadaptability are the development direction of JR. Different JRs can use different needs, which is very similar to the construction of the international space station and the docking and berthing of the spacecraft [7] . The docking of an ACCS depends on the performance of the JR and ACCS. Based on the multi-hull ship theory, it is imperative to design and build the multi-hull JR ship. Therefore, the structure of ACCS depends on the driving mode of the underwater structure of multi-hull ship. In the future, the development of new aircraft carriers will develop towards multi-hull ships, and intelligent and adaptive hybrid unmanned aircraft carriers.
A. Architecture of the Aircraft Carriers Combinatorial
Ssystems Science and engineering of multi-hull ship structure and architecture, box girder structure, steel structure and connection should be considered first for the architecture of ACCS. From the perspective of design drive technology, in the distributed discrete multi-hull shipbuilding the drive power should be at the bottom of the hull structure constructing bottom of ACCS structure which are under the waterline of structure. And then the JR used to construct the draft or more parts to the deck structure of regional structure, this part is the main part in which the robot connecting (docking) work, when JR dynamically connecting (docking) the two aircraft carriers, the front one and the back one, are realized their connecting. By balancing the deck of the JR, the smoothness of the whole connecting (docking) runway is completed to achieve the flight, take-off and landing of aircraft. Figure 3 shows the three HTDRs structure model and ACCS consisting of JR and three aircraft carriers, as well as humanoid robot (HR) models. In this JR model, there are three HTDRs, respectively docking (connecting) two aircraft carriers front and rear. The left-end HTDR can dynamically connect supply ships, or submarine supply ships, to supply combat submarines. Let's start with a humanoid robot perspective, the steps of joint (docking) are as follows:
The first step, to meet the required distance, the position of JR is in place, and HTDRs arrange in order;
The second step is to open HTDRs. A HTDR below grasps the beam of the corresponding frame, grasps and locks, and covers the back cover of the hand. Then, lock the cover plate.
In the third step, two HTDRs on the left and right simultaneously grasp the crossbar (beam) of the corresponding frame, grasp and lock, and lock the cover plate on the back of the hand.
In the fourth step, HTDR above grabs the beam of the corresponding frame, grabs and locks, and covers the ship deck cover plate on the back of the hand.
Step 5: verify the working status of JR, and HTDR's the status of locking the frame. If the state is normal, the docking is successful. Figure 4 shows the combined structure model of ACCS supported by 5G OGCE with a runway over 600 meters.
B. Model of Shipborne Aircraft
In fact, the design of aircraft carrier is the integrated design of aircraft carrier, the shipborne aircraft, the runways of the airport of the aircraft carrier and the ship. Corresponding to the design and construction of ACCS, is the design and construction of aircraft carriers and JR. The large ACCS can provide runways of a carrier-based automated airfield more than 600 meters. Accordingly, the carrier-based aircraft should have long endurance, short takeoff and vertical landing (STOVL) and take-off capability of about less than 550 meters. As for the sixth generation stealth carrier-based aircraft, it should be capable of carrying two small size unmanned combat aircraft. Therefore, the carrier-based aircraft should be capable of carrying large weapons stations. In addition to STOVL, carrier-based aircrafts can be take off and land at runway within 600 meters, it should also have the ability to perceive operational situation and electronic countermeasures. The head and tail of shipborne aircraft should be equipped with fire-control radar, the fuselage should be equipped with early-warning radar, able to sense the interference of electromagnetic wave and laser beam, and command unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in operation, with the characteristics of commanding operational bombing. Figure 5 shows the carrier-based aircraft model supported by 5G OGCE for ACCS. This is the model based on Shenyang J16, Shenyang J15, Shenyang J11, Sukhoi SU-35 and SU-57, and so forth. (See [8] ). 
IV. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTRE AND CONTROL
The control and software architecture of JR and HTDR both are based on Domain Decomposition Method (DDM). As far as ACCS is concerned, the synchronously combined operations of multiple aircraft carriers are a big problem. According to the region decomposition and DDM, the multiship combination and assembly can be controlled through the Integrated-Control-Domain (I-C-D) cube model of Integrated Control Method in 5G OGCE [8] . In this way, the control systems in distributed control cloud architecture in 5G OGCE can be transferred to the flagship console of ACCS for the command and control and communication and Intelligence (C3I), and the dynamic combination and decomposition of the ACCS are completed on the battlefield by command center.
Hence, cloud software architectures of JR and ACCS which dynamically execute the control commands of operating and sailing at sea are as shown in Figure 6 . |<=O, and O is a constant, C is called combinable linker. If A is a linker in multi-level system or a multi-layer system, then the system is combinable combinatorial system. If there can be a linker in A, if and only if, A is an SoS, then the A is a combinatorial system of systems (CSoS). Thus, ACCS involves the application of different aircraft carrier combination set. Due to the high cost of aircraft carriers, it is necessary to realize the application of aircraft carriers in ocean engineering and to realize the strategic reserve of "civil-military integration". Ocean engineering and Ocean energy development need using the working platform of large ships, the development of undersea resources, and the underwater space station and operation workshop become the application field of ship assembly. Ocean satellite launch, the recovery of rockets are also the application of the aircraft carrier combinatorial systems (ACCS).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Architecture Models of Joint (Connecting, or Docking and Berthing) Robot and Hand Type Door Robot and aircraft carriers combinatorial systems (ACCS) in sea in 5G OGCE are presented by this paper, the aim of which is to realize applications to ocean engineering and ocean resources and energy. Although these robots can used to connect (dock and berth) two aircraft carriers that combine to ACCS, used to combat, peace and production are the principal places to apply these robots. Through JR (ship), the dynamic docking of the aircraft carriers combinations can be completed. And the construction of the carrier-based aircrafts that takeoff and landing airport of the 600-meters runway at sea can be realized. In addition to supporting new aircraft, the 600-meters runway will also support the takeoff and landing of existing modified Boeing 737 and other civil aircraft, support 100-ton bomber takeoff and landing, as well as support the takeoff and landing of existing aircraft, including Shenyang J15, J11, J16, Chengdu J20 and Kongjing KJ-600. This means that ACCS is comprised of at the least four ship hulls. These hulls are, a hull with the electromagnetic catapult (aircraft catapult) on deck, a hull with arresting gear of landing of aircraft, a hull with nuclear power drive, and a hull with main infrastructure of structure of aircraft carrier respectively. That is the new multi-hull aircraft carrier is presented.
